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DFC Consultants’ VP of Business Development Helps
Blind Grandfather Running to Raise Money for Cystic Fibrosis Research

Fargo, ND - David Kuhn, a 61-year-old blind runner, recently made a
stop in Fargo as part of his 11,000-mile journey to raise research funds
and awareness of cystic fibrosis, a genetic disorder that his granddaughter
suffers from. Jodi, VP of Business Development at DFC, heard that
David was looking for running partners and immediately volunteered.
Apart from being an avid runner, Jodi lost a sister-in-law to cystic
fibrosis, so she knew that she had to help.
During Kuhn's time in Fargo, Jodi served as a sighted guide four times
and also shared meals with him to get to know him better. "His attitude in life is
remarkable," Buchholz said. "He is an optimist and has decided to make a choice about the cards
he has been dealt in life. I'm touched by his bravery and endurance."
David, who is originally from DeKalb, Illinois, lost his sight after
an automobile accident with a drunk driver in 1981.
He began his running journey in Seattle last May. He hopes to
raise $500,000 for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and plans to
complete his goal in an 18- or 19-month time frame. As of August
5 when he left Fargo, he had raised $4,000 and completed 1,200
miles. Kuhn blogs about every day of his journey, the stops he
made and the people he met. Read about his journey at
itsallicando.wordpress.com
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